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Good Friday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—
Index Number 1717:

—

[Not allowed to Post on Facebook – for 21 [more] days.]

—

—

This Friday morning in my hast to advance through my morning
prayers and meditation to pass-through and complete the added
Friday prayers and extras, I was held-up with Pattern recognition in
my Sifting though the Infinite Quantum Mind.

By Facing what I know and perceive of this reality and broken-up
through my Model of the Holy much seemed to fall into place.

As usual with these Hyper-Connections, to remember only the
basics in outline and some general flavor is often all one can hope
to hold-on too, and I found that by trying to Structure what is
Reviled in terms of Witnessing or Apologetic is the best way to hold
together and remember what had been Seen .. in a kind of



Condensing by Rules that are fairly simple, the concerned '[Zipped]
File' when applied to those rules or Model – it is possible to reBuild
[parts of] Original and the better the Model, the better the reBuild
from memory.

—

So, let me suggest that Religion is the ultimate Reason for Science,
the Application of Science and Apologetics of the Natural and
Supernatural should not be considered disConnected, that they
may have seemed to be because of our lack of perspective and
tools, and we have now at least the Basics to make the connection.

The Concept of the Supernatural being projected down to and
giving Form in the Natural should be assumed. The concept of
Natural Law as a thin Reflection of the Truth, Justice, and Order
that is the Supernatural, including Man as the 'Ghostly Projection' of
God.

What has been missing is the clear examples that Bridge our
Thickness of Intellect – and as God is Loving and Merciful – the
more Thick the more Clearly it is placed before us .. including those
around us who Serve the Ideal of what little [more] they can See by
Helping others, and in Societies form organized Religions to help
Hold and Spread what can be Gleaned, and unfortunately in our
Fallen Nature Pride and Assumed Superiority too often infects so
that the Aspects of Religion that is ignored and not mentioned in
the two above is to Add-To what Truths are further Gleaned, and
not mistakenly adding changeable local, social, and other things
that change and flow in time and are little but the Differences
between the Holy and the Profane, the fads of Sins us Fallen would
Like to be approved, or expression and excuses of them Wrapped-
Up in .. if not Proofs of why those Sins are okay, but Injected Doubt
into what has been Rationally derived as Universally Good, that has
been Codified in Doctrines and passed-down well fitted practices of
the Religion.

The other Fallen nature approach to Religion is that of Exclusion.
The Other is always Wrong, Bad, and Evil, and has nothing in it that
is of Value, and at best is only a heretical version that must be
suppressed. The application of what is Good to direct at anything
that touches on the Established fundamental Truths to the practices
and 'fixes' that bridge the parts that are incomplete given such
Protections, instead of applying Rigorous Apologetics in Defense of
the new Ideas from the Perspective and Using those Truths.

I think of the original Protestant Reformation with relation to the
Catholic Church who from what little I understand of the State of
Church Militant of the time was very Sick, Selling Sins to those who
could purchase them being a small well know example, and it is a
wonder that a Possible future Doctor of the Church and Saint might
have been unable and attacked for whatever Revelations-bits that –
Given a Healthy Church and Theology might have greatly
Strengthened the Church in Ideal times, or helped being a Healing



of some of the clear Sickness of Her and Her Leadership.

That is a shameful internal example. Let us consider an external
example.

Some Eastern Religions consider Life as Suffering, and it is a
reasonable - but greatly incomplete and lacking – characterization.
Suffering is clearly a huge aspect of this Fallen world, and as many
believe it is a result of Sin, Ignorance, unfulfilled needs and desires,
Separation from an Ideal of each and every one that occupies it, a
Lack of cooperation and sharing, and much and similar more.

And as such, at least one major branch has focused on that and
Imagines of Nirvana which is Suffering Free, and the Path is the
removal of All Desire .. the aspect Catholics and other Religions
often aim-for in the abstract – to be IN the world and not OF it. And
unlike most other Religions that more-of-less use it as a guide to
reject being entwined and enslaved by disOrdered Passions, and
not the total Rejection of Passion – of Life in and of Well-Order
Passions, Ordered under God and His Laws and Loving Him (and
so following and doing His Will) above all Passions, how ever
ordered or disOrded.

That Religion might be though by many to be so Simplified as
incomplete, and Wrong in that this Being in Nirvana is not without
Suffering, but has connected and Ordered the Suffering into Total
Meaning in the Service of Others – the Giving of mind, body, and
soul continuously for all others, from which they may and do Live,
and in Living are Shaped towards that Nirvana or Communion with
Him and All – with God.

The aspect that many Christians Feel, that in Giving of Self is a
Holiness, and Joy follows from those they Give to (Suffer for)
Advancing away from needless Suffering but towards Better
Meaning for what Suffering they have and eventually and in small
and growing ways discover and Embrace that Holy Pattern, of Holy
Husbandman Self and Others towards the Man on the Cross
Burning in Joy all the Souls and Worlds to Love and Support.

—

And so I suggest in this simple example that there exists a world full
of malformed Holy Catholics, while also I argue that practicing
Church Militant is hardly Israel (Holy Catholic Church, Jesus
Christ's Body, Bride, and all Her Forms.) That each and all forms of
Religion exist to Inform our Catholic Church in some aspect that is
lacking .. lacking simply because those who are practicing it for the
Sacredness Aspects, but not the Sins that are allowed by there
incompleteness, as we see when many Catholics and other
Religions practice the Sin of Pride and 'Othering' when it comes to
the Religious Expression of there Sect in the World. The warning
and Yelling of Damning and Hell-fire from Assumed Position of
Superiority and taking pleasure in it, opposed to the Humble
Servant of God communing with others with Holy Human Dignity at
what they are Missing, and perhaps what they might Share that is



Lacking or Miss-Applied in some of those practical bridges that are
sometime Duct-Taped to described or understand the common
Mysteries that are Know True yet seem to be impossible or
contradictory.

—

To expand on that last point, and introduce the Concept of Science
Religion that has Spread over the world to the seemingly effective
application to the material world as well as method of expressing it
in ways that are grasp by many and may be used with seemingly
good results for all to see, and that many have decided from has
mistakenly Killed Religion and in so doing is Worship Satan and
Her enSlaving Materialism, UnTruth, inJustice, disOrder, Sin,
Death, Hell, and Evil.

For as many Know and most Fear – their Soul is eternal, and when
actively and functionally denying this they further enSlave
themselves to worse Fallen existences, those beings seen in our
and many religions – Centered and Worshiping one or more Sins
and Fed what putrid septic remands of stolen Grace by Satan Only
to Serve Her and Evil .. the Hungry Ghosts who can only Eat and
only exist when used to Stave and bring Sickness to those existing
in Higher (Jacob's Ladder) Levels .. is one of their immediate Fates
– Forever (when given the feted version of Grace to Be) away of an
endless Hunger that can never be Satisfied and Suffering that
seems to always Be .. and many of us could easily end in
Communion with That Tool-of-Satan, and there are many many
others, Levels of them and in some very real Sense we Are Them
in comparison to Souls in much Higher (Jacob's Ladder) Levels.

.. the Wages of Ignorance, Sin, and unTruth, inJustice, disOrder,
And Lack of Faith, Hope, and Charity.

No wonder many would rather listen to the Demons voices-in-mind
[Connections in Holy Neural Network to those Sad Beings that are
cultivated and Strengthened by Sin] that excuse sins and Promise
that Suffering will end at death, and they will not need suffer the
horrors, unTruths, inJustices, disOrder, Hate, indifference, Want,
Despair, ..., When the greater the hope and desire to avoid will be
their souls destination in the Hungry Ghost or other communions
possible, any and all to some degree as Wanting and lacking in
their God Rejecting anti-Truth desires and Sins.

—

And Now to expand on that last point I was distracted from,
Rational Thought [and forms of Science which we create in seeking
to Know God and Creation, the drive to Know, Love, and Serve Him
that is Right and Just and has been disOrdered by The Fall ..] such
is God Given or Reflected in being made in the Image of God.

And such a Religion that spread based on Science – although often
dismissive or religion and God, and worse – may be Transformed,
Ordered, and in Service to God – Glorified.



Consider, for example, the Concept long ago argued by a
Philosopher during the Enlightenment Period in Europe that we
may be in a Satan Controlled Simulation Machine, and questions
How would we know it?

.. a Computer Simulation where our senses are all connected to it,
and besides our personal awareness of our State of Being (thus so)
he wonders 'How would we know?'

Many have examined and I have seen arguments that this is
Provably the Case, unfortunately indications and other proofs
depend on a level of Rational Though and Intelligence Both that are
being actively repressed by the Demonic Forces in the world and
each other.

A man who has the intelligence sufficient to Believe in God
normally, as should be Assumed by Natural Law, my be repressed
socially or physically – always in need and want homeless – for
example – and engaged in Sins that require reduced Godliness like
Rationality to partake in [more – but never enough] fully, like the
repression of the Eternal Nature of Soul in the desire that death will
end suffering, or the hope and dreams of having wealth drives a
person to spend their last $20 on lottery tickets instead of cough
medicine for their sick child – the Pleasures can not be Grasped
without the Suppression of Rational Thought and the temporary
Pleasure feeds the repeat, while the Suffering that results in
realization and guilt of what should have or could have been
become a further drive to Escape into that or similar Sins.

God's Grace and Mercy is often as simple as momentarily releasing
such Chains of Enslavement and bringing some Clarity of this
Pattern, Freeing the Inflect and allowing Rationality to come in-play
and with it Understanding not only the Trap they are in – but the
Direction Out through God.

Often – too often – Cowardliness towards what seems like a
momentous task ahead is sometimes too much, that the person
actively seeks the enSlavement because they are unwilling –
unLoving of Self, neighbors, Nation, Church, God – and to selfish
and virtueless to even Try. A Holy Sadness, when comparing the
relatively tiny part of hard work and dedication is know to God to
bring a Life where these Sins and failures are Transformed into
Holy Service, a Stepping Stone for their and many other's Salvation
.. I personally have met such people, and have been Blessed so,
although feel unWorthy of Such Holy Love but God is the Judge of
that and other such things and all we can do is work to Be Better
and Show Him Right – to Testify of God's Rightness [as well as
Justify our Ancestors, Parents, friends, education, and society's –
those aspects that apply - rightness] in Better Thought Word and
Deed.

—

Again, I believe I have become distracted. Computer Simulation
and the aspects that are facts buy beyond many peoples ability to



understand them – things like the Quantum Eraser Experiment, or
arguments of overlapping Multiverses at the Plank-constant levels
are difficult for those who actually found them or first considered
and noticed the discrepancies or seeming impossibilities. The
physiologists that found that people started to react correctly Before
the tested event actually could have been Observed and long
before the nerve impulses would have started – but did anyway –
as if some sharing between staggered-in-time multiverse parallel
Universes were connected in the mind .. many of such which –
when viewed with the correct Model make sense.

The Question most would Ask is why .. and how. The How is as I
have argued not as important because if I can argue and show
some way that each and ultimately all such things Can be made to
work, then without the need of Asserting that it is correct, only that
there exists some way – perhaps a much better way – but here is
one way, and so such is not only Not Impossible but since what I
purpose in general is within our understanding and mostly our
abilities, and unlike a man-on-moon project, this can been added-to
by any and everyone who has some interest in sciences and willing
to share and learn form others, entertain ideas and in many unique-
in-God ways add-to.

As regular readers would know I have been doing that with my Holy
Model, and by Assuming the Doctrines of Catholicism were True,
such as the Biblical Events are True in the litter sense – at least at
some degree or other, and other Facts Asserted, to Ask and try to
answer that then How could it be described (how could it Be so)
using Rationality,..

.. and simple example is the seemingly different versions of the
Passion and Resurrection, all True yet do not seem to fit-together.
My one solution to this is because the general Event happened in
different Jacob's Ladder Levels and-or different Multiverse Paths.
All are True and reflect the Same Holy Events but as seem by
slightly different Being-States, or Perspectives.

Just as one might argue that the 3 Wise Men were able to be near
Jesus' Birth (in those Multiverse versions they existed) because the
Annunciation to Maiden Marry was made at the same time to those
3 Wise Men and they had 9 months to consider, interact, and travel
- and the Guiding Star was something only a few could see, as is
the reported case with many Holy Approbations and other Visions
of Holy and Demonic – they may be only seen to those who are to
be Significant in some way, or should be.

—

I have – in this Process – used what I Know to be True to start with
– the Basics from which Catholicism is based on – to the best of my
knowledge and it has not been a few times I have derived things
that the model predicts and turn out to be something I did not
otherwise know but learned to be the case of Docterin or derived
from Doctrine. .. but had I been more aware of any other Religion I



might have – and hope that others will – do similar for those, and
perhaps the overlaps and differences will shed light on the Entirety
of Project, and the Holy Bicycle Parts and Her more Perfect Shapes
can be deciphered,

.. to the Glory of God, and Hope of Salvation to All.

—

—

That was not were I was planning this to go – I hope to show or
suggest part of 'the Why' of a Program to Exercise and Heal Holy
Weaknesses (which makes vulnerable to Sin and those sub-soul
voices that desire them more then God.)

.. Perhaps on how my Model of a simple situation can Recursively
turn into something fantastical, but following only a few rules and
protocols.

Like the (sub)Model of Master of Village of 72 male Virgins Concept
(that divided like Adam to form Eve), that the 72 is 12 (Apostles –
variants) times 6, and 6 is 3 (Trinity of Aspects) multiplied by 2 ..
Avatars of the Master. The 2 are the other two Trinity Aspects
where that mMaster is 'being' the Aspect which is in need of (or
goal of) improving or Healing, likely related to the specific
Weakness of the soul of Holy Communed Soul that the Master, and
this all related to Saint Johns Book of Revelations description of the
Son of God on throne, with 24 Kings on thrones (Two Circles of 12)
and the basic Aspects of Man – the 4 Beasts with eyes (looking
through and into Multiverses) .. how He in Center is Master, the 7
Lights or Powers-of-God part of the Holy Projects System which
passes Grace-Beams (perhaps) Through the System of Beasts,
Kings and such into the Holy Quantum Firmament .. Projecting the
Thoughts and Directions of The Son of God, further Divided by the
Two Levels of Kings (in opposite spinning concentric Circles) .. And
all our Realities are made Solid (to us) but not unlike the Shadows
on Cave that Plato and others suggest.

Holy Projection System described in bible, ..

-

“[Clip] Rev. 4 1-11 Reading | Catholic Mass Today | Daily TV
Mass, Wednesday November 16, 2022”

by/under Steven.Work

https://www.bitchute.com/video/PlpKnRYcDtuY

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/iasbd50umnxaeii
/Holy%20Machine%20-%20Projector%20-%20Catholic%20Mass%20Today%20Daily%20TV%20Mass-%20Wedn

https://www.bitchute.com/video/PlpKnRYcDtuY
https://www.dropbox.com/s/iasbd50umnxaeii


—

Shadows of us - that one day Advance to Holy Shape and sit upon
Similar thrones in similar situations, recursively – when if the Holy
Quantum Firmament to be thought of as a water fog of tiny
groupings of water droplets, each one being an entire Bubble
Reality with each water molecule as version of one of us and
others. For example.

—

—

Okay, filling-out that concept more will have to wait a bit – I am in
need of a mug of Tea, and doing something else.

—

—

How is your Prayer and Meditations going? I hope better then
expected.

.. Have you should consider more Prayer Time and .. Catholicism?

—

May this be a Blessing to You and us all. [And All our Futures,
and future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

—

Some writings and thoughts of the Office of Pope, ..

-

“A Heretic Pope Automatically Loses His Office, According To
Senior Vatican Cardinal”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/bjRqHvfweTo

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/bjRqHvfweTo


—

—

.. Sources, ..

https://returntotradition.org/a-heretic-pope-automatically-loses-his-
office-says-senior-vatican-cardinal

Archived: https://archive.ph/SW4H7

{DropBox saved}

.

https://twitter.com/MassimoFaggioli/status/1592619026186113024

Archived: [Blocked of Problem]

PDF version {DropBox saved}

.

https://kath.net/news/80010

Archived: https://kath.net/news/80010

{DropBox saved}

.

https://www.usccb.org/resources
/Agenda%20Public%20Session%20N22.pdf

Archived: https://archive.ph/fiaOF

{DropBox saved}

.

https://www.usccb.org

Archived: https://archive.ph/5rfnl

—

—

—

—

I disagree about the censorship, but in this Fallen World where
Venture Capital Golden-Calf Satanist controlling media (and all
other Major Institutions including the Vatican) – I understand the
point, especially after generations of evil pumped into our minds
with suppression and punishments of all points of view opposing
The Vagina-god Satanists Goals exists from international down into
and within families as being the Rule., ..

-

“The Vortex — Foundational Change”

by Church Militant

https://youtu.be/lVlLH1Z8vPU

{DropBox saved}

https://returntotradition.org/a-heretic-pope-automatically-loses-his-
https://archive.ph/SW4H7
https://twitter.com/MassimoFaggioli/status/1592619026186113024
https://kath.net/news/80010
https://kath.net/news/80010
https://www.usccb.org/resources
https://archive.ph/fiaOF
https://www.usccb.org
https://archive.ph/5rfnl
https://youtu.be/lVlLH1Z8vPU


—

.. A well educated society with Christian Virtue Based Values and
good Formation must allow for #FreedomToHear, so that everyone
who suppresses something one person wants to say to the world to
any who want to turn an ear should be the Condemnation of not
only the world, but all the Futures – especially those filled with Sin
and Horror like we have today – needlessly because decent Men
and potential good men were all suppressed and mutilated – often
by those horror vile Things occupying our families women's minds
and bodies, Demons – because no one who is rational and human
would do the evils such Things to do us and others they profess to
love, and from outward appearances seem to so the confusion is
destructive.

Female-evil, slimy saying 'I care about you' while Poison Vomiting
into us from the crib .. if that were not now the Rule .. then this
cntHell filled with self-destructive Hyper-empowered destroyers of
souls and Nation womanhood would not have Shaped this Horror
we have before us throughout the West, and Poisoning the world.

—

—

—

Of course those in power and charge care nothing for us and those
fathers and possible fathers being forced to kill each other, many of
the most virtuious Sacrificed to Satan and Her minions, and the
Treasure wasted that could and should have been applied toward
non-Evil and ideally Good goals, taken from fathers and possible
fathers if they were not so impoverish and constanty repressed and
crushed by Satan's Minions and Tools all aorund them and us all –
as well as in evil-Federal Gov, corpDragons, Medical, ..., ..

-

“Tucker Carlson: This lie could get millions of Americans
killed”

by Fox News

https://youtu.be/HMHBsHtolCA

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/HMHBsHtolCA


—

Back to Natural Law? - Local Control and Law, all else is
Repelled as the Satanic Threat it usually Carries in this cntHell.

—

—

—

—

More good coverage. Macgregor is someone we should listen too.,
..

-

“Poland WWIII scare shows why top US general wants peace
(w/ Doug Macgregor)”

by The Grayzone

https://youtu.be/obi849eRuN4

{DropBox saved}

—

https://youtu.be/obi849eRuN4


—

—

Some points of attention we should note and consider related to
this Pretend Voting Puppet Show many seem to be playing in., ..

-

“What to Make of the Midterms?”

by The Rageaholic RazörFist

https://youtu.be/lrPTclw9noc

https://www.bitchute.com/video/lrPTclw9noc

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

A good video, ..

.. but with Warnings about Bret (and very very intelligent people
who do not warn us Openly and Loudly they are limited by YouTube
in discussing some things, and taking some positions which are
True will destroy them, so either are actively hiding such or
internalized the Lies of those Satanic Venture Capital Golden-Calf
worshipers that are actively destroy Western Rational [Christian]
Virtue based society, that Hate us all and want us Burning in Hell
with all we love.)

Okay, after my mention of him and his wife 'and Trust' recently here
in a post (see after for URLs) I decided to try one to see if his clear
intelligence that should have spotted the Satanic-Poison Injections
for what was Better then a Bad Flu (Better because children were
very unlikely to be harmed) yet number transposed between the
regular colds and flu and the clear increases in testing was driving
the panics, the reports – pretty reliable – by professionals that the
Satanic Medical System and those Witches and Venture Capital
Golden-Calf Satan Worshipers were then silencing, firing, .. those
'in the Know' were reporting that many of the deaths and even

https://youtu.be/lrPTclw9noc
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lrPTclw9noc


hospitalizations had nothing to do with the covid virus, the
redefining from a annoying dry cough that lasts a week or so (which
is what I experienced early on) for most healthy people, if anything
– the redefining Flu as the symptoms .. so much that was clearly
and loudly out there and easily found, or if seem easily checked ..
that every alternate source of information suddenly because Fascist
Suppresses and Publishers, that even a place like GAB was
blocking URLs to actual published papers by established
researches, ..

-

“Wikipedia and the War on Science: Bret Speaks with Norman
Fenton”

by Bret Weinstein

https://youtu.be/-PRefQ2o6QI

{DropBox saved}

—

.. the question was not if you should have known but had to know
something was Significantly 'Off' and so must have been Lying or
refusing too look because of the response – and recall they had
already been punished (he had) but effected entire family for not
going along with the White [Non-Black] Man Bad crap and having
the Witch-filled College Administration drive them away - instead of
backing them.

I believe and this is a good example of how fantastic he could be ..
if he would stop lying and pretending and understating what an
intelligent man who knows the science and background related to
many of those fields clearly being made a Weapon (to the
Destruction of the West, like was done with Universities) .. the
section of the Great Reset, and I thought, okay he is making much
much better noises but still unreliable.

Then he happened to bring-up they were demonetized by YouTube
and half of there family income was gone, and they were discussing
the Cancel powers [which are Insane and anyone not seeing a
destructive level of worry about even it at a tiny occurrence, but it is
including The President of the nation!]

Before I get distracted - so now he is doing the communal mentions

https://youtu.be/-PRefQ2o6QI


which is fine – but underneath it all is that same Threat – that
YouTube might remove his channel at any time – so the Demon
voice he might have noticed at the Demonetization only was turned
down but Still is controlling him.

The AI Shaped YouTube Demon he is using is still very active – it
seems clear. But that alone – besides being mentioned and warned
about – is not reason to ignore him .. sure he is figuratively covered
in Leapercy and festering sores and you must not share body-fluid
and let the Witch-Spells put you Asleep, but like this video – so
much good stuff it is hard to not learn things .. but all with a Grain of
Salt.

Funny he talks about Reputations .. it is so clear to a huge
percentage of population that most of these Elites are only still
Prosperous and Comfortable by not getting in the Way of Satan,
and-or supporting Her evils in whatever degree they can .. and he
learned from YouTube that they can and will hurt you if you cross
some undefined (so you better only talk about cat videos!) line and
jumps around – forcing that Demon Model of Satanic Evil that the
AI is creating to be extra Large and will and likely has filled most of
his thinking day-to-day mind.

-

The place were I decided that I should check-out the Demonically
controlled state of Bret Weinstein was in Post, Multiverse Journal
- Index Number 1715:, November 16th, 2022, Wednesday
Morning, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1715

Archived: https://archive.ph/M9vwB

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/z88087zi75tzvxe
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201715
%20%2C%20November%2016th%2C%202022
%2C%20Wednesday%20Morning%20-%20Update.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1715 , November 16th, 2022,
Wednesday Morning

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/M9vwB
https://www.dropbox.com/s/z88087zi75tzvxe


51.4MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

[ Facebook Suspension – No URL ]

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/f26jrnai95e20z5cijatq/h?dl=0&rlkey=x2b0kiozyefjj4q5hyuks01a4

—

—

—

—

This is almost a year old, about the video from 3+ years ago .. how
are well did such come about (yet?)

What is our Reality Shaping into?

.. This Reality projected through the goals of our Leaders., ..

-

“Connecting The Dots: From Conspiracy Theory to Reality”

by Computing Forever Computing Forever

https://www.bitchute.com/video/WfNxhRGXj0Wh

https://odysee.com/@ComputingForever:9/connecting-the-dots-
conspiracy-theory-to-reality:5

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

I would really like to believe Ben.

Really.

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WfNxhRGXj0Wh
mailto:https://odysee.com/@ComputingForever:9/connecting-the-dots-


And generally do if I add in the concept that for [possibly] him and
other Orthodox Jews might beleive that is True for Orthodox Jews
but does not apply to the Goy [Non-Jew] or Non-Observant ethnic
Jews .. us 'souless goys' or 'non-Family' as Sacrifices like the
perfect Chicken to torture and kill as a Sacrifice as a Scape-Goat.

-

“Jones Confronts Shapiro about the Jewish Influence on
Abortion”

by E Michael Jones

https://www.bitchute.com/video/pJtxJDr4QngA

{DropBox saved}

—

.. many people have seen those Venture Capital Golden-Calf Satan
worshipers [most Jews, #NotAll] – and many others and there
Minions – treat 'the masses' as less then human and even Profit
and Seek the Pain, Suffering, Death, Damning and Burning in Hell
of us and families – and lies and sliminess and LawFare Female-
Evil twisted statements that are conditionally true and-or
manipulative to bring death, horror, evil .. that his statements are
very likely some of those.

Once you realize that our 'loving' mothers, aunts, older sisters are
soul-mutilating vile lying male-hating POS and most of us all
probably better they died at delivery of last child or soon after
because they warping and twisted us so badly with there Vagina-
god Satan following Feminism and other horrors, it is suddenly
easy to understand a lot of positions that were once considered
extreme and unthinkable – because of those howling evil cnt older
women who raised us lied and twisted us into believing along with
all the other lies.

It is now easy to look at actual 'historical events' and short of real
proof – Assume it is part of the kind of lies that helped turn our
mothers into the kinds of brain-F-ing horrors that they became
because they Believed it along with all the other Venture Capital
Golden-Calf Satan worshipers' Advantageous 'history' reframing

https://www.bitchute.com/video/pJtxJDr4QngA


and hiding and Censoring.

6 million! Insane that people can believe such from those who
benefited from it, continuous Murdering Thieving Fascist Satanic-
State disguised under the Good name of Israel – and all those
crimes being framed as 'well they were worried it would happen
again' like the howling cnts who say that a man should never hit a
women are likely the kind of women that Knows if Just she should
be beaten and perhaps stabbed in the throat, and actively laughs
when some wife or girl friend sexually mutilates a man.

God Demands Love and not Death, but I can surely believe a
young man who hacked to death his mother might have been Just,
and even consider that had she died a long time before it would
have been a goodness for him – the victim of Female-Evil howling
Satanic horrors.

—

—

—

What other Western Society destroying actions can we attribute to
the Vagina-god Satan following Feminism Brain-F-ed generations
of warping by those who could manipulate History, those with
Power – the International Witch-Matriarchal family Venture Capital
Golden-Calf Satan worshipers and all their Private City of London
and Administrative State related Tax Policy and noose-hole laws
that Captured so many Elite families, and Professionals that will
loose jobs or not receive funding, and ..?

And what do they want for all our children – those not tortured to
death as babies, that is., ..

-

“'Woke' Gender Lies, Child Abuse, and Mutiliation - with Chloe
Cole”

by The Tulsi Gabbard Show, 15 November 2022

https://rumble.com/v1uj598-woke-gender-lies-child-abuse-and-
mutiliation-with-chloe-cole.html

{DropBox saved}

—

—

https://rumble.com/v1uj598-woke-gender-lies-child-abuse-and-


—

I only watches a little of this and jumped around to sample – seems
like a good guest and some interesting aspects that are common
throughout the West and everywhere where decent people are
struggling with the constant lies and horrors from those they trust, ..

.. like many with mothers and women near them – you assume they
have some Virtue and Values and share common goals and then
learn they are Coining all our souls to Satan, and the realization of
that is hard to grasp, and harder to deal with

Especially like in a family where the mother goes insane and on a
whim destroys it and the evil-State (roll of Satan) empowers the
slimy vile lying back-stabbing cnt the children to raise and all the
materials you all gathers – often most of a life's work, with constant
abusive enslavement to death .. yes, not too different. Those in
Power and controlling all the Institutions and deep governments -
they Hate us all and want us all Burning in Hell – and as someone
in the middle and tasked to Serve the people, what too do?, ..

-

“Showdown with Ottawa: Alberta's New Premier | Premier
Danielle Smith | #306”

by Jordan B Peterson

https://youtu.be/uui-E6xdr-Q

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Poor Justin. Clearly he had some Warped upbringing. Everyone in
future Multiverse Pasts should watch-out for the Witches in his
family that raised him., ..

-

“Body Language: Justin Trudeau Irks Xi Jinping”

by Body Language Ghost Bombard's Body Language Bombards
Body Language Bombards Body Language

https://youtu.be/syqlHIEhxhg

https://youtu.be/uui-E6xdr-Q
https://youtu.be/syqlHIEhxhg


https://www.bitchute.com/video/kDJAeMFZJlL9

https://rumble.com/v1v70si-body-language-justin-trudeau-irks-xi-
jinping.html

https://odysee.com/@Bombards_Body_Language:f/Body-
Language---Justin-Trudeau-Irks-Xi-Jinping:b

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Of course – the Control Opposition in our Satanic Flaming Dog &
Pony Puppet Show is now shilling for different goal-directed
Venture Capital Golden-Calf Satan worshipers.

More distractions so as not to notice the sudden post election gas
price jumps – the Great Reset back on track. But sure, Pay
attention to the Bread & Circuses .. before and as they take the
Bread away., ..

-

“Mike Pence Joins CNN”

by Mark Dice Mark Dice

https://youtu.be/lpwLZ99DXpk

https://www.bitchute.com/video/lpwLZ99DXpk

{DropBox saved}

https://www.bitchute.com/video/kDJAeMFZJlL9
https://rumble.com/v1v70si-body-language-justin-trudeau-irks-xi-
mailto:https://odysee.com/@Bombards_Body_Language:f/Body-
https://youtu.be/lpwLZ99DXpk
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lpwLZ99DXpk


—

—

—

Tighten-up those VagFeelie-Belts, and keep those adult diapers
near in case you might pee yourself.

Some good stuff! I could hope that everyone need not be
personally Canceled to take these kind of personal empowering
and really Loving point-of-views, or along these lines – robbing the
Slimy Leaches of the Power they Feed On, becoming more
Virtuous and less Sin-enSlaved .. until they shrink back away – if
not inspired to Repent, embrace Betterment and God., ..

-

“Owen Benjamin | #1546 One Shot, Two Shot, Dead Shot, Flu
Shot, How The Grinch Prevented His Heart From Growing By
Taking On WHO-Ville”

by Owen Benjamin, 16 Nov 2022

https://tv.gab.com/channel/owenbenjamin/view/owen-benjamin-
1546-one-shot-6376c4fc4e7953ca3af1b84c

—

—

Direct video URLs, ..

https://tv.gab.com/gabtv-videos/601/6012c11029941c418245bb7f
/637/6376c4fc4e7953ca3af1b84c/gabtv-
videos_c02c0220742-7580-493c-923f-d179e91e4edf.360p-
h264.mp4

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

—

More musings about life and relationships from Thinking-Ape., ..

https://tv.gab.com/channel/owenbenjamin/view/owen-benjamin-
https://tv.gab.com/gabtv-videos/601/6012c11029941c418245bb7f


-

“Why They Are Afraid...”

by Thinking-Ape

https://youtu.be/bPvg5LAjMS0

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Jeff had a son!

I wonder if and how it might change his videos .. so far, not that I
can tell.

Good stuff to think about, as usual., ..

-

“How the WEF, Collapse of FTX, Ukraine, Child Trafficking,
Elections, Bill Clinton and Joe Biden Are “

by Dollar_Vigilante

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uXXJPo5ViY7G

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

More things to consider from Max, also., ..

https://youtu.be/bPvg5LAjMS0
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uXXJPo5ViY7G


-

“Dying to Live”

by TheCrowhouse

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YVcelIGv9VDa

{DropBox saved}

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1716

Archived: https://archive.ph/NcbZZ

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/f1nhhmo3xacnr78
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201716_
%2C%20November%2017th%2C%202022
%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1716 , November 17th, 2022,
Thursday Morning

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YVcelIGv9VDa
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/NcbZZ
https://www.dropbox.com/s/f1nhhmo3xacnr78


84.9MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

[ Facebook Suspension for 22 (more) days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440030664089931779

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109359995598588003

Archived: https://archive.ph/dzslG

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/qbam95ge6eq5yp0t8gdoj/h?dl=0&
rlkey=g7uzaroe2ijpb753gwunfv5aw

-

November 17th, 2022, Index Number 1716:

—

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/lb6qs1jg9m16j4c7cmpyv/h?dl=0&
rlkey=agsw0urq4opkgigfdu29sfksw

—

—

—

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31 October
2022), 2 parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not
yet Censored ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%201-2.zip

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440030664089931779
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109359995598588003
https://archive.ph/dzslG
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89


https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%202-2.zip

— —

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)
Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox
directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

—

Links to this Post and others related:

{to be updated as they created}

-

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1717

Archived: {to be added}

DropBox: {to be added}

-

[ Facebook Suspension for 21 (more) days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440368578686619653

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109365267545212327

Archived: {to be added}

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/lb6qs1jg9m16j4c7cmpyv/h?dl=0&
rlkey=agsw0urq4opkgigfdu29sfksw

—

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1440368578686619653
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109365267545212327
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


— — Memes I spotted since my last post - and perhaps a few older



ones also —

























—


